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Irina Petrakova’s solo exhibition is dedicated to the changing 
relationship between the body and its environment. While the 
concepts of presence and distance are continuously reformulated 
globally, in connection with the ongoing pandemic, the project draws 
attention to the unconscious and accidental actions that occur when 
the body inhabits a space.

The exhibition takes place in two halls of the Moscow 
Museum of Modern Art on Petrovka street. The first hall features 
graphics, embroidery, sculpture, and video that the artist worked on 
between 2015 and 2020. The series of works created over the past 
five years explore many topics and a wide variety of techniques: 
abstractions created by the method of automatic writing are side 
by side here with a video essay on religious sects, sugar sculptures, 
resting on metal frame crutches, — with embroideries on cerements 
and parchment. This polyphony is harmonious: central in each work 
is the body — it tries to fit itself into space, encounters itself in it, or is 
unable to leave it.

The works in this room find their place similarly to how 
Irina Petrakova operates, who herself defines it as a balance between 
action painting and automatic writing. With their characteristic 
performativity and spontaneity, these two approaches serve as 
keys to understanding the artist’s practice. She works without a 
preliminary sketch, often returns to previous works and changes them, 
sometimes re-discovers earlier methods. This intentional randomness 
forms the basis of her artistic language and prevents one from looking 
at the works as the results of a uniform and successive process. Those 
following a single narrative in the works of Irina Petrakova will always 
encounter obstacles on the way.

The exhibition scenography in the first hall is structured 
similarly: successive series of artworks constantly come across a 
sudden change in interests or a return to previous techniques and 
materials. This deliberate disregard for all linearity continues in 
the exhibition catalogue: paragraphs following the works do not 
aim to create a global narrative that consistently reveals the artist’s 
path in exploring the relationship between body and space. These 
accompanying texts serve as clues, guiding thoughts and leaving 
room for endless new connections and theories to emerge.

In a small room behind a closed door — directly opposite 
the main hall — Irina Petrakova covers the walls with a new drawing 
during the first two weeks of the exhibition. The act happens behind 
a closed door, while visitors can witness the artist working via a live 
stream video in the main project space. This distance is not only due 
to safety measures during the epidemic — it is also necessary to 
present the bodily occupation of space as a personal experience.

Even looking from afar, spectators still influence the 
outcome of the performative part. The artist, like anyone else, 
experiences psychological pressure and feels responsible for the 
work that she shows and performs on camera. The process is not 
always under watch, and spectators are not the same: the guests to 
the exhibition usually only look at the screen a few minutes before 
continuing their tour. But for an artist, in the absence of feedback, 
this observation is constant, and the observer is always one: the 
camera lens. The nature of Irina Petrakova’s work reinforces this 
tension: she draws without sketches, makes drafts based on what 
she is experiencing at the moment. Work depends heavily on the 
environment, and the constant potential observer directly influences 
the final result. Consequently, visitors to the exhibition become 
co-authors of the work, even at a distance. 

With the completion of the work, the doors of the 
second hall will open for visitors. Guests will find themselves in a 
place transformed through the bodily practices of the artist, whose 
presence is manifested only through imagery. Painting and graphics 
substitute organic traces inherent in each person — the artificial 
replaces the human, drawing becomes living.

Two weeks later, an open dismantling will begin — visitors 
will be able to watch how the drawings gradually disappear under the 
layers of white paint. By attending all three stages of this performative 
act guests will witness how the artwork–“body” will go through its 
entire life-cycle in the museum space.

Nikolay Alutin, curator
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Oil graphics occupy a special place both in the Oil graphics occupy a special place both in the 
exhibition space and in the artistic practice of Irina exhibition space and in the artistic practice of Irina 
Petrakova in general. In oil stick drawings, solid Petrakova in general. In oil stick drawings, solid 
figures are interspersed with body parts and abstract figures are interspersed with body parts and abstract 
masses. If in masses. If in Self-portraitSelf-portrait the human figure is placed  the human figure is placed 
in the foreground, then in the foreground, then Denis, wake up!Denis, wake up! challenges  challenges 
the viewers, forcing them to look for the elusive Denis the viewers, forcing them to look for the elusive Denis 
in a set of forms that are wide open to interpretation. in a set of forms that are wide open to interpretation. 
Angelica’s MasqueradeAngelica’s Masquerade lies somewhere in the middle  lies somewhere in the middle 
of this spectrumQ– in this Matisse-like dance, people, of this spectrumQ– in this Matisse-like dance, people, 
beasts, and their limbs merge and flow into each beasts, and their limbs merge and flow into each 
other. The field of green is also not just an ordinary other. The field of green is also not just an ordinary 
backgroundQ– the lines flow around the bodies and backgroundQ– the lines flow around the bodies and 
act as the driving force of the chaotic composition.act as the driving force of the chaotic composition.

This series of works is represented by ten This series of works is represented by ten 
small-format drawings in the second hall directly small-format drawings in the second hall directly 
across the corridor from the main exhibition space. across the corridor from the main exhibition space. 
InQthe first two weeks of the project, this room is InQthe first two weeks of the project, this room is 
closed to the publicQ– every day the artist has been closed to the publicQ– every day the artist has been 
working on a new large mural covering the museum working on a new large mural covering the museum 
walls, while visitors can witness the process via live walls, while visitors can witness the process via live 
stream on the screens outside.stream on the screens outside.
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R+* -0*%0-&3
2017
J>E1G1, 1@=8D
29,7 P 42 2E

R+* -0*%0-&3
2018
J>E1G1, 1@A1=7DQ
28,5 P 42 2E

Untitled
2017
Acrylic on paper
29,7 P 42 cm

Untitled
2018
Watercolour on paper
28,5 P 42 cm
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R+* -0*%0-&3
2018
J>E1G1, 1@A1=7DQ
42 P 29,7 2E

R+* -0*%0-&3
2018
J>E1G1, 1@A1=7DQ
29,7 P 42 2E

Untitled
2018
Watercolour on paper
42 P 29,7 cm

Untitled
2018
Watercolour on paper
29,7 P 42 cm
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R+* -0*%0-&3
2018
J>E1G1, @1=1;:1O
14 P 21 2E

R+* -0*%0-&3
2016
J>E1G1, 1@A1=7DQ
21 P 29,7 2E

Untitled
2018
Pencil on paper
14 P 21 cm

Untitled
2016
Watercolour on paper
21 P 29,7 cm
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Irina Petrakova: Manifested by Disappearance 1,&-0 2+/,0$"%0. 2,"3%43+/#3 &#5+*-"%+-&+(

? I/&D ,&#)-$0D -0 E)(0.+ -+/ /"' D0"/&5-"#/& ? I/&D ,&#)-$0D -0 E)(0.+ -+/ /"' D0"/&5-"#/& 
(0#43-"' .,0J&$&, $"/",03 >"7%+,.0+/ #"(-+-(0#43-"' .,0J&$&, $"/",03 >"7%+,.0+/ #"(-+-
-&; 4;E); &-/+,>,+/0<&; "E,0*"%, /+40 *7+#C -&; 4;E); &-/+,>,+/0<&; "E,0*"%, /+40 *7+#C 
).07:%0;/#3 E+* "#"E"." /,)70. !-".&+ &*"E,0-).07:%0;/#3 E+* "#"E"." /,)70. !-".&+ &*"E,0-
8+--:+ J&.),: 0-/,">"(",J-:Q— ,)$&, -".& 8+--:+ J&.),: 0-/,">"(",J-:Q— ,)$&, -".& 
& 7,).&+ 50#/& /+40 % I/&D ,0E"/0D >"75&-3;/#3 & 7,).&+ 50#/& /+40 % I/&D ,0E"/0D >"75&-3;/#3 
>,"#/,0-#/%), &*.&E0;/#3 & >,&-&(0;/ /0$&+ >,"#/,0-#/%), &*.&E0;/#3 & >,&-&(0;/ /0$&+ 
J",(:, 5/"E: # /"5-"#/C; >"%/",&/C >,3(")."4C-J",(:, 5/"E: # /"5-"#/C; >"%/",&/C >,3(")."4C-
-&$ 4&#/0 & "#/0/C#3 % #%"+( >+,#"-04C-"( (&,+, -&$ 4&#/0 & "#/0/C#3 % #%"+( >+,#"-04C-"( (&,+, 
-+ #/,+(3#C %:.43-)/C *0 +." >,+7+4:.-+ #/,+(3#C %:.43-)/C *0 +." >,+7+4:.

In the drawings on paper, bodies can be interpreted In the drawings on paper, bodies can be interpreted 
from the imagesQ without much difficulty. Many of from the imagesQ without much difficulty. Many of 
the depicted figures are anthropomorphicQ– arms, the depicted figures are anthropomorphicQ– arms, 
legs and other body parts in these works obey space, legs and other body parts in these works obey space, 
bend and take such forms as to echo the rectangle bend and take such forms as to echo the rectangle 
of the sheet and remain in their own small world, not of the sheet and remain in their own small world, not 
trying to look beyond its limits.trying to look beyond its limits.
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R+* -0*%0-&3 (@+80P03 ,"*"%03)
2016
S4D23, 1@A1=7DQ
78 P 60 2E

Untitled (Lying Pink)
2016
Watercolour on canvas
78 P 60 cm
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R+* -0*%0-&3. 1* #+,&& 
Cimitero Monumentale di Staglieno
2019 
.123Q 3=8<38L1
S4D23, >G4DQ
46,5 P 74,5 2E

R+* -0*%0-&3. 1* #+,&& 
Cimitero Monumentale di Staglieno
2019 
.123Q 3=8<38L1
S4D23, >G4DQ
76,3 P 140 2E

Untitled. From the series 
Cimitero Monumentale di Staglieno
2019
Part of a triptych
Charcoal on canvas
46,5 P 74,5 cm

Untitled. From the series 
Cimitero Monumentale di Staglieno
2019
Part of a triptych
Charcoal on canvas
76,3 P 140 cm
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R+* -0*%0-&3. 1* #+,&& 
Cimitero Monumentale di Staglieno
2019 
.123Q 3=8<38L1
S4D23, >G4DQ
73,5 P 94 2E

Untitled. From the series 
Cimitero Monumentale di Staglieno
2019
Part of a triptych
Charcoal on canvas
73,5 P 94 cm
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Irina Petrakova: Manifested by Disappearance 1,&-0 2+/,0$"%0. 2,"3%43+/#3 &#5+*-"%+-&+(

M0 >+,%:' %*.437, /,&>/&D «Cimitero Monumentale M0 >+,%:' %*.437, /,&>/&D «Cimitero Monumentale 
di Staglieno» &(++/ (04" "EP+." # «@+80P+' ,"*"-di Staglieno» &(++/ (04" "EP+." # «@+80P+' ,"*"-
%"'»: ,0E"/: %:>"4-+-: % /+D-&$0D & # &#>"4C-%"'»: ,0E"/: %:>"4-+-: % /+D-&$0D & # &#>"4C-
*"%0-&+( (0/+,&04"%, 7&$/);P&D 0E#"4;/-" *"%0-&+( (0/+,&04"%, 7&$/);P&D 0E#"4;/-" 
,0*-); >40#/&$). @+.$&+ #4"& 0$%0,+4C-"' ,0*-); >40#/&$). @+.$&+ #4"& 0$%0,+4C-"' 
$,0#$& # +7%0 *0(+/-:( & >40%-:( $0,0-70F-:( $,0#$& # +7%0 *0(+/-:( & >40%-:( $0,0-70F-:( 
$"-/),"( J&.),: >0#/+4C-"." ,"*"%"." "//+-$0 $"-/),"( J&.),: >0#/+4C-"." ,"*"%"." "//+-$0 
$"-/,0#/&,);/ # >4"/-"' 5+,-"' F/,&D"%$"' $"-/,0#/&,);/ # >4"/-"' 5+,-"' F/,&D"%$"' 
& #4"8-"' 7&-0(&$"' J&.), )."4C-"." /,&>/&D0.& #4"8-"' 7&-0(&$"' J&.), )."4C-"." /,&>/&D0.

H/& 7%+ ,0E"/:, /+( -+ (+-++, #D"8&( H/& 7%+ ,0E"/:, /+( -+ (+-++, #D"8&( 
"E,0*"( J&*&5+#$& %"*7+'#/%);/ -0 >,"#/,0--"E,0*"( J&*&5+#$& %"*7+'#/%);/ -0 >,"#/,0--
#/%" D"4#/0. !"$,:' )."4C & 0$%0,+4C 70;/ #/%" D"4#/0. !"$,:' )."4C & 0$%0,+4C 70;/ 
>,"&*%+7+-&3( #%"E"7) ,0#/+$0/C#3, *0>"4-3/C >,"&*%+7+-&3( #%"E"7) ,0#/+$0/C#3, *0>"4-3/C 
& *0D%0/:%0/C D)7"8+#/%+--); >4"#$"#/C. 2"7-& *0D%0/:%0/C D)7"8+#/%+--); >4"#$"#/C. 2"7-
/+$& «7",&#"%:%0;/» "E,0*: >"#4+ D)7"8-&$0, /+$& «7",&#"%:%0;/» "E,0*: >"#4+ D)7"8-&$0, 
0 % «@+80P+' ,"*"%"'» %:#"DF03 $,0#$0 #/3.&-0 % «@+80P+' ,"*"%"'» %:#"DF03 $,0#$0 #/3.&-
%0+/ D"4#/ >"7 #+E3 #4"%-" "7+34".%0+/ D"4#/ >"7 #+E3 #4"%-" "7+34".

At first glance, the triptych At first glance, the triptych Cimitero Monumentale di Cimitero Monumentale di 
StaglienoStaglieno has little in common with  has little in common with Lying PinkLying PinkQ— the Q— the 
works are done in techniques that dictate completely works are done in techniques that dictate completely 
different plastics. Light layers of watercolour paint different plastics. Light layers of watercolour paint 
with a barely visible and flowing pencil outline with a barely visible and flowing pencil outline 
of the pink female body oppose the dense black of the pink female body oppose the dense black 
shading and complex dynamics of the charcoal shading and complex dynamics of the charcoal 
triptych figures.triptych figures.

These two works, however, have similar These two works, however, have similar 
physical effects on the space of the canvas. Wet physical effects on the space of the canvas. Wet 
charcoal and watercolour give the artwork freedom charcoal and watercolour give the artwork freedom 
to flow, fill and capture the artistic plane. Downward to flow, fill and capture the artistic plane. Downward 
smudges complete the composition of the images smudges complete the composition of the images 
after the artist, and in after the artist, and in Lying PinkLying Pink dried paint pulls the  dried paint pulls the 
canvas under itself like a blanket.canvas under itself like a blanket.
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R+* -0*%0-&3. 1* #+,&& 
6+0-#: 0%/"(0/&5+#$"." >&#C(0
2019
J>E1G1, 1@A1=7DQ, >G4DQ
94 P 62 2E

R+* -0*%0-&3. 1* #+,&& 
6+0-#: 0%/"(0/&5+#$"." >&#C(0
2019
J>E1G1, 1@A1=7DQ, >G4DQ
94 P 62 2E

Untitled. From the series 
Automatic Writing Sessions
2019
Watercolour & charcoal on paper
94 P 62 cm

Untitled. From the series 
Automatic Writing Sessions
2019
Watercolour & charcoal on paper
94 P 62 cm
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Irina Petrakova: Manifested by Disappearance 1,&-0 2+/,0$"%0. 2,"3%43+/#3 &#5+*-"%+-&+(

T0$ & % ,0E"/0D -0 D"4#/0D, % <+-/,+ %-&(0-&3 T0$ & % ,0E"/0D -0 D"4#/0D, % <+-/,+ %-&(0-&3 
«6+0-#"% 0%/"(0/&5+#$"." >&#C(0» -0D"7&/#3 «6+0-#"% 0%/"(0/&5+#$"." >&#C(0» -0D"7&/#3 
#)EU+$/-"#/C D)7"8+#/%+--:D "E,0*"%: &D #%"-#)EU+$/-"#/C D)7"8+#/%+--:D "E,0*"%: &D #%"-
E"70 %"*-&$0/C, (+-3/C#3 & &#5+*0/C -+ *0%&#&/ E"70 %"*-&$0/C, (+-3/C#3 & &#5+*0/C -+ *0%&#&/ 
"/ %"4& D)7"8-&$0. M" % I/&D ,&#)-$0D J&.),: "/ %"4& D)7"8-&$0. M" % I/&D ,&#)-$0D J&.),: 
>"3%43;/#3 -0 E)(0.+ -+ E40."70,3 #>"#"E-"#/& >"3%43;/#3 -0 E)(0.+ -+ E40."70,3 #>"#"E-"#/& 
0$%0,+4C-"' $,0#$& & ("$,"." ).43 ,0#/+$0/C#3 0$%0,+4C-"' $,0#$& & ("$,"." ).43 ,0#/+$0/C#3 
>"7 %"*7+'#/%&+( .,0%&/0<&&Q— E+##"*-0/+4C-"+ >"7 %"*7+'#/%&+( .,0%&/0<&&Q— E+##"*-0/+4C-"+ 
7%&8+/ ,)$"' D)7"8-&$0 &  "#%"E"870+/ "E,0*: 7%&8+/ ,)$"' D)7"8-&$0 &  "#%"E"870+/ "E,0*: 
"/ 0%/",#$"." *0(:#40."/ 0%/",#$"." *0(:#40.

Similarly to the works on canvas, the focus of Similarly to the works on canvas, the focus of 
Automatic Writing SessionsAutomatic Writing Sessions is the agency of artistic  is the agency of artistic 
imageriesQ— their freedom to arise, change and imageriesQ— their freedom to arise, change and 
disappear does not depend on the will of the artist. disappear does not depend on the will of the artist. 
But in these drawings the figures do not appear on But in these drawings the figures do not appear on 
paper due to the ability of watercolour paint and wet paper due to the ability of watercolour paint and wet 
charcoal to spread under the influence of gravityQ– charcoal to spread under the influence of gravityQ– 
instead, the hand becomes their tool, driven by the instead, the hand becomes their tool, driven by the 
unconscious and devoid of the author’s intention.unconscious and devoid of the author’s intention.
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R+* -0*%0-&3
2015
%7=G1E7;3, ABO8A@1
58,5 P 38 2E

Untitled
2015
Embroidery on parchment paper
58,5 P 38 cm
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R+* -0*%0-&3
2015 (2021)
%7=G1E7;3, ABO8A@1
58,5 P 38 2E

Untitled
2015 (2021)
Embroidery on parchment paper
58,5 P 38 cm
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R+* -0*%0-&3
2016
%4@=BA1D4 :D5 G=4T1, ABO8A@1
74 P 206 2E

R+* -0*%0-&3
2016
%4@=BA1D4 :D5 G=4T1, ABO8A@1
74 P 206 2E

Untitled
2016
Embroidery on a textile shroud
74 P 206 cm

Untitled
2016
Embroidery on a textile shroud
74 P 206 cm
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R+* -0*%0-&3
2021
%4@=BA1D4 :D5 G=4T1, ABO8A@1
74 P 206 2E

Untitled
2021
Embroidery on a textile shroud
74 P 206 cm
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Lollypop
2015 (2021)
SD4<@4A15 3@1;Q, 21L1=,  
<1231 :D5 E4:7D8=4A1;85,  
E731DD8?72@8F @1=@12
"19E7=B A1=Q8=>U325

Lollypop
2015 (2021)
Cotton, sugar,  
modelling paste,  
metal frame
Variable dimensions
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Lollypop
2015 (2021)
SD4<@4A15 3@1;Q, 21L1=,  
<1231 :D5 E4:7D8=4A1;85,  
E731DD8?72@8F @1=@12
(:731DQ)

Lollypop
2015 (2021)
Cotton, sugar,  
modelling paste,  
metal frame
(detail)
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R+* -0*%0-&3
2021
"79QT1 <4 :7=7A>
122 P 45 P 4 2E

Untitled
2021
Wood-carving
122 P 45 P 4 cm
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9EU3#-&/+ I/" /+(-:(
2016
*8:74 
16′

Explain It to the Ignorants
2016
Video
16′
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Irina Petrakova: Manifested by Disappearance 1,&-0 2+/,0$"%0. 2,"3%43+/#3 &#5+*-"%+-&+(

1##4+7"%0-&+ #>"#"E-"#/& /+40 $ 7+J",(0<&& 1##4+7"%0-&+ #>"#"E-"#/& /+40 $ 7+J",(0<&& 
>,"#/,0-#/%0 % D)7"8+#/%+--"' >,0$/&$+ 1,&-: >,"#/,0-#/%0 % D)7"8+#/%+--"' >,0$/&$+ 1,&-: 
2+/,0$"%"' -+ ".,0-&5&%0+/#3 8&%">&#C; & .,0-2+/,0$"%"' -+ ".,0-&5&%0+/#3 8&%">&#C; & .,0-
J&$"'Q— -0 %:#/0%$+ >,+7#/0%4+-: %:F&%$& J&$"'Q— -0 %:#/0%$+ >,+7#/0%4+-: %:F&%$& 
-0 >+,.0(+-/-"' E)(0.+ & #0%0-0D, %&7+"-I##+, -0 >+,.0(+-/-"' E)(0.+ & #0%0-0D, %&7+"-I##+, 
0 /0$8+ #$)4C>/),-03 &-#/0443<&3 «Lollypop».0 /0$8+ #$)4C>/),-03 &-#/0443<&3 «Lollypop».

60D0,-:+ #$)4C>/),: ">&,0;/#3 60D0,-:+ #$)4C>/),: ">&,0;/#3 
-0 (+/044&5+#$&+ $0,$0#:, #%"+' J",("' -0>"--0 (+/044&5+#$&+ $0,$0#:, #%"+' J",("' -0>"-
(&-0;P&+ $"#/:4& & /,"#/&,Q— /+4" % ,0E"/0D (&-0;P&+ $"#/:4& & /,"#/&,Q— /+4" % ,0E"/0D 
I/"' #+,&& D,)>$"+ & -+7"4."%+5-"+. H/" >"7-I/"' #+,&& D,)>$"+ & -+7"4."%+5-"+. H/" >"7-
/%+,870+/#3 $0$ %,+(+--:( D0,0$/+,"( (0/+-/%+,870+/#3 $0$ %,+(+--:( D0,0$/+,"( (0/+-
,&040, /0$ & -+"ED"7&("#/C; ">",: 743 4+.$"' ,&040, /0$ & -+"ED"7&("#/C; ">",: 743 4+.$"' 
D4">$"%"' /$0-&, *0#/:%F+' % #0D0,-"( #&,">+.D4">$"%"' /$0-&, *0#/:%F+' % #0D0,-"( #&,">+.

60%0-:, %>+,%:+ >"$0*0--:+ 0%/","( 60%0-:, %>+,%:+ >"$0*0--:+ 0%/","( 
-0 %:#/0%$+ «9EU3#-&/+ I/" /+(-:(» " ,+4&.&"*--0 %:#/0%$+ «9EU3#-&/+ I/" /+(-:(» " ,+4&.&"*-
-:D #+$/0D 6&E&,&, >,"7"480;/ ,0*(:F4+-&+ -:D #+$/0D 6&E&,&, >,"7"480;/ ,0*(:F4+-&+ 
" -+7"4."%+5-"#/& /+40. O$0-C, >"$,:%0;P03 " -+7"4."%+5-"#/& /+40. O$0-C, >"$,:%0;P03 
5+4"%+$0 % >"#4+7-&' ,0*, >"%/",3+/ +." J",() 5+4"%+$0 % >"#4+7-&' ,0*, >"%/",3+/ +." J",() 
& 7+4&/ # -&( >,"#/,0-#/%" .,"E0Q— (+#/0, & 7+4&/ # -&( >,"#/,0-#/%" .,"E0Q— (+#/0, 
% $"/","( "-& "#/0-)/#3 -0%+5-".% $"/","( "-& "#/0-)/#3 -0%+5-".

? %:F&%$0D -0 E)(0.+ $,0#-03 -&/C ? %:F&%$0D -0 E)(0.+ $,0#-03 -&/C 
#"+7&-3+/ 4&#/: (+87) #"E"', %"##/0-0%4&%0+/ #"+7&-3+/ 4&#/: (+87) #"E"', %"##/0-0%4&%0+/ 
<+4"#/-"#/C D)7"8+#/%+--"' >4"#$"#/& &4& 8+ <+4"#/-"#/C D)7"8+#/%+--"' >4"#$"#/& &4& 8+ 
>,"-&*:%0+/ ++, *0D%0/:%0+/, /3-+/ -0 #+E3. >,"-&*:%0+/ ++, *0D%0/:%0+/, /3-+/ -0 #+E3. 
9-0 >"70%43+/ >"%+,D-"#/C /0$ 8+, $0$ 0$%0-9-0 >"70%43+/ >"%+,D-"#/C /0$ 8+, $0$ 0$%0-
,+4C, #/3.&%0;P03 D"4#/ $ <+-/,) &*"E,08+-&3 ,+4C, #/3.&%0;P03 D"4#/ $ <+-/,) &*"E,08+-&3 
% «@+80P+' ,"*"%"'», -" % I/"' E",CE+ %08-); % «@+80P+' ,"*"%"'», -" % I/"' E",CE+ %08-); 
,"4C &.,0+/ D,)>$"#/C >+,.0(+-/-"." 4&#/0. ,"4C &.,0+/ D,)>$"#/C >+,.0(+-/-"." 4&#/0. 
?Q>,"/&%">"4"8-"#/C #0D0,-:( #$)4C>/),0(, ?Q>,"/&%">"4"8-"#/C #0D0,-:( #$)4C>/),0(, 
.7+ 7+4&$0/-"#/C "7-"." (0/+,&040 7">"4-3+/#3 .7+ 7+4&$0/-"#/C "7-"." (0/+,&040 7">"4-3+/#3 
>,"5-"#/C; 7,).".", % %:F&%$0D .0,("-&3 >,"3%->,"5-"#/C; 7,).".", % %:F&%$0D .0,("-&3 >,"3%-
43+/#3 5+,+* 7"(&-&,"%0-&+.43+/#3 5+,+* 7"(&-&,"%0-&+.

The study of the body’s ability to deform space in The study of the body’s ability to deform space in 
the artistic practice of Irina Petrakova is not limited the artistic practice of Irina Petrakova is not limited 
to painting and graphic worksQ– theQexhibition to painting and graphic worksQ– theQexhibition 
presents embroideries on parchment paper and presents embroideries on parchment paper and 
shrouds, aQvideo essay, as well as the sculptural shrouds, aQvideo essay, as well as the sculptural 
installation installation LollypopLollypop..

Sugar sculptures rest on metal frames, Sugar sculptures rest on metal frames, 
shaped like crutches and canesQ– the body in the shaped like crutches and canesQ– the body in the 
works of this series appears fragile and fleeting. This works of this series appears fragile and fleeting. This 
is confirmed both by the temporary nature ofQthe is confirmed both by the temporary nature ofQthe 
material and by the need to support light cotton fabric material and by the need to support light cotton fabric 
hardenedQinQsugar syrup.hardenedQinQsugar syrup.

The shrouds, first shown by the author in The shrouds, first shown by the author in 
the exhibition the exhibition Explain it to the ignorantsExplain it to the ignorants about the  about the 
religious sects of Siberia, also contemplate the religious sects of Siberia, also contemplate the 
fragility of the body. The fabric intended for covering fragility of the body. The fabric intended for covering 
a deceased person for the last time imitates the a deceased person for the last time imitates the 
body’s shape and joins it in a coffinQ– the space in body’s shape and joins it in a coffinQ– the space in 
which they will remain forever.which they will remain forever.

With the embroidery works, the red thread With the embroidery works, the red thread 
binds sheets of parchment together, restores the binds sheets of parchment together, restores the 
integrity of the artistic plane, penetrates it, captures integrity of the artistic plane, penetrates it, captures 
it and pulls in on itself. These works suppress the it and pulls in on itself. These works suppress the 
surface in the same way as the watercolour pulls surface in the same way as the watercolour pulls 
the canvas to the centre of the image in the canvas to the centre of the image in Lying PinkLying Pink, , 
however in this particular struggle the fragility of the however in this particular struggle the fragility of the 
parchment sheet plays an important role. InQcontrast parchment sheet plays an important role. InQcontrast 
to the sugar sculptures, where the delicacy of to the sugar sculptures, where the delicacy of 
one material is complemented by the strength one material is complemented by the strength 
of another, embroidery manifests such harmony of another, embroidery manifests such harmony 
through dominance.through dominance.
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1 
Foucault, 
Michel. 
Utopian Body. 
In:CSensorium: 
Embodied 
Experience, 
Technology, and 
Contemporary 
Art (Edited 
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MITCPress, 2006.C 
— 268 pp.
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*0-3/: % "/7+4C-:' ("(+-/ %,+(+-&, $0$&+ E: 
"/-"F+-&3 -& %:#/,0&%04& # (&,"(Q— >"#,+7-&$"( 
*7+#C %#+.70 E)7+/ -0F+ /+4". 2"%+,D-"#/C, % $"/"-
,"' (: "/,080+(#3 & -0 $"/",); >,"+<&,)+( #+E3. 
=%0/0,, 5+,+* $"/",:' (: >,+7#/0+( >+,+7 7,).&(& 
% (&,+ J&*&5+#$"( &4&, $0$ "EU+$/ J0-/0*&',Q— 
% %&,/)04C-"(. O+4", $"/","+ -+ /"87+#/%+--" -0F+' 
#0("#/&, -" %(+P0+/ ++, >"7"E-" (0/+,&04C-"() 
-"#&/+4;. 9-" *0$4;50+/ % #+E+ )-&%+,#)( -0F&D 
8+40-&', &7+-/&J&$0<&' & ,+J4+$#&', #"#/0%43;P&D 
-0F+ #)P+#/%", -" -+ #(:$0+/#3 # -&( & "#/0+/#3 
,0*"($-)/:( 7" /0$"' #/+>+-&, 5/" +." -+%"*("8-" 
%:."%",&/C #,+7#/%0(& 3*:$0. O+4", $"/","+, 
E)7)5& J&*&5+#$&( "EU+$/"( % >,"#/,0-#/%+, 
"E,+/0+/ $"-/),: #"E#/%+--"'Q$"-+5-"#/&. 

«W -+ (".) )'/& E+* -+.",Q— >&#04 " /+4+ 
!&F+4C X)$",Q— M+ (".) "#/0%&/C +." 4+80/C 
-0 (+#/+, 0 #0( "/>,0%&/C#3 $)70-4&E". W (".) )+D0/C 
-0 7,)."' $"-+< (&,0; )/,"( (".) )$,:/C#3 % /+-&, 
#80%F&#C, -0#$"4C$" %"*("8-", % $"("$. 9#/0%&/C 
#+E3 >40%&/C#3 -0 #"4-+5-"( >438+Q— & "-" %#+.70 
E)7+/ #" (-"'. O0( 8+, .7+ 3. M+&*E+8-", -&.7+ &-05+... 
X,0.(+-/ >,"#/,0-#/%0, *0-&(0+("." (-"' & %">4"-
P+--"." % E)$%04C-"( #(:#4+». «!"+ /+4",Q— ,+*;(&-
,)+/ "-,Q— #0("+ E+*804"#/-"+ -0 #%+/+». 1

X&4"#"J&3 KK %+$0 -+ ,0* >,+7>,&-&-
(040 >">:/$& 7+(0/+,&04&*0<&& & 7+,+04&*0<&& 
/+40. G43 @0$0-0, "#(:#4&%F+." J,+'7"%#$&' 
>#&D"0-04&* % ,0($0D 4&-.%&#/&5+#$"." & (>"#/)
#/,)$/),04&#/#$"." >"%","/0, /+4" #/0-"%&4"#C 
"*-050;P&( 8+40-&3, "E,+5+--"." -0 #0("%"#>,"-
&*%"7#/%" -+ $0$ 8+40-&+ 5+."-/", -" $0$ 8+40-&+ 
8+40-&3 2. Y -+." -+/ & -+ ("8+/ E:/C 5+/$" ">,+7+-
4+--"." "EU+$/0. H/"/ >"#4+7-&', $0$ & 40$0-"%#$"+ 
/+4", "#/0+/#3 J0-/0*("( & ,0#/%",3+/#3 % 5+,+7+ 
(-"8+#/%+--:D "*-05&%0-&'.

6".40#-" /+",+/&$0( %,"7+ G8)7&/ R0/4+, 
/+4" >"3%43+/#3 -0 #%+/, >,"D"73 5+,+* (0/,&<) 
-",(0/&%"%, *0>,+/"% & >,+7>&#0-&', >,+7*070--); 

3 
Butler, Judith. 
Critically 
Queer // 
GLQ,C1(1), 1993. 
-.C17–32

4 
,13>=, J=>;4. 
5-6"#7 
/(8-23&.9 :'$-
,$:&? ;, '"&3$< 
=&:,$6".:$2 
: '"&3$1# 8$.-
:7..$-%%(#C// 
S>:4M7-
23A7;;BF 
M>=;1DCX93, 
2015. -.C14–31

5
Preciado, PaulCB. 
Testo Junkie: 
Sex, Drugs, 
and Biopolitics. 
In: What’s 
Love (or Care, 
Intimacy, 
Warmth, 
Affection) Got 
to Do with It? 
Sternberg 
Press, 2017.C 
—C360 pp.

7+'#/%);P&( >",37$"(. 3 17+"4".&5+#$&( &4& #"<&-
04C-:(Q— % 4;E"( #4)50+ "- ,+.)4&,)+/#3 «4&-*0(& 
.+-7+,0», ">,+7+43;P&(& #)EU+$/0 % $05+#/%+ 
«()85&-:» &4& «8+-P&-:». 

R,)-" @0/),, %+,"3/-", ">&#04 E: 
/+4" $0$ «J0$/, $"/",:' -+ >"4)5&4"#C 7"48-:( 
"E,0*"( #"E,0/C» 4, & >"/"() +." #4+7)+/ (:#4&/C 
-+ $0$ "EU+$/, ,+04C-"#/C $"/","." >"74+8&/ 
7+$"-#/,)$<&&, -" $0$ >40/J",() 743 #E",$& ,0*-
4&5-:D >,+7#/0%4+-&' & >,0$/&$. 9 >"4&/&5+#$"' 
."(+">0/&& & ("4+$)43,-"' ,+%"4;<&& .+-7+,0 
-0>"(-&4 E: 2"4 R. 2,+#C37". 5 

T0$"%: E: -& E:4& >">:/$& 4&F&/C /+4" 
,+04C-"#/&, "EU3%&% +." &.,"' "*-050;P&D, IJJ+$-
/"( &7+"4".&& &4& -"#&/+4+( &-"." ,"70 #&(%"4&5+-
#$"' 0-0/"(&&, I/0 ,+04C-"#/C >"#/"3--" -0>"(&-0+/ 
" #+E+. ? J&*&5+#$&D "P)P+-&3D & 8+40-&3D, $"/",:+, 
D"/C & ">"#,+7);/#3 & "E,0#/0;/ (3#"( -0F+." 
#"*-0-&3, -+>,+"7"4&(:, $0$ 4;E03 J&*&5+#$03 70--
-"#/C & >"E)870;/ $ 0$/&%-"#/& (&4& ++ "/#)/#/%&;). 
? *0>,".,0((&,"%0--"#/& .+-+/&5+#$& "E)#4"%4+--
-:D >,"<+##"%, $"/",:+ #+."7-3 )70+/#3 "E)*70/C 
7"#/&8+-&3(& (+7&<&-:, -" -+ % >"4-"' (+,+. M0$"-
-+<, -+ /"4C$" % )7"%"4C#/%&&, -" & ">0#-"#/&, ).,"*) 
$"/","', $0$ % "5+,+7-"' ,0* >"$0*040 >0-7+(&3 
$","-0%&,)#0 2020 ."70, #)4&/ "7-" /+4" 7,)."().

1 +#4& /+4"Q— E+*)#4"%-03 70--"#/C, 
/" ,0*%&/&+ $)4C/),: -0 >,"/38+-&& #/"4+/&' #/,+(&-
4"#C +#4& -+ *0%)04&,"%0/C J0$/ «-+>"#,+7#/%+--"."» 
"E4070-&3 /+4+#-"#/C;, /" #/&4&*"%0/C +." ">,+-
7+4+--:( "E,0*"(. 2,+%,0/&/C % >+,J",(0-#, E+* 
$"/","." /+4" -+ ("8+/ #/0-"%&/C#3 "EP+#/%+--:( 
0$/","( & "E,+5+-" "#/0%0/C#3 -+%&7&(:(Q— -+7"-
#/"'-:( /".", 5/"E: E:/C )%&7+--:(. 

@;E"+ >,+7U3%4+-&+ /+40 (&,), 4;E03 
,+>,+*+-/0<&3 +." %"%-+ %#+.70 >,+%,0P0+/#3 
% #,+8&##&,"%0--);Q— -+ %#+.70 "#"*-0--"Q— #<+-). 
M"F+-&+ "7+87:, >"4"8+-&+ /+40 % >,"#/,0-#/%+, 
,0#>,+7+4+-&+ +." I-+,.&& & ,+#),#"% (-+ I/&( 
4& <+43( #4)80/ 0,D&/+$/),0 & 7&*0'-?), >,0$/&$& 
#/,"&/+4C#/%0 /+40 # 0-/&5-"#/& 7" -0F&D 7-+', 
*0E"/0 " #+E+ & I$#>+,&(+-/: # #0(&( #"E"'. 
9E-08+--"#/C, $"/",); G8"- R+,78+, >,"/&%">"-
#/0%434 "E:5-"' -0."/+ & %&7+4 % -+' ,0*-"%&7-"#/C 
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6
J7=G7=, KM4;. 
>.:7..,/- 
/$8",9.C 
— -%T.: 
(D1>:T7==8, 
2012.C 
— 184 2.

-0,370, "/%+50;P+." 8+40-&; E:/C )%&7+--:( 
% $05+#/%+ "EU+$/0 #"E40*-0.6

M0F+ #+."7-3F-++ %"#>,&3/&+ /+40 "5+,-
5+-" I/&(& ,0*-","7-:(& >"4;#0(&. M+%"*("8-" 
>"(:#4&/C «>,"#/" /+4"» # -0E","( E&"4".&5+#$&D 
D0,0$/+,&#/&$Q— $08703 &* -&D >+,+#/0+/ E:/C 
)E+7&/+4C-"' & 4&F0+/#3 ",+"40 «+#/+#/%+--"#/&» 
*0 >,+7+40(& -0/),04&#/&5+#$&D >,+7#/0%4+-&'. T0$ 
& -+%"*("8-" >,+7#/0%&/C /+4" #).)E" >,"7)$/"( 
&7+"4".&5+#$&D 0>>0,0/"% & &.-",&,"%0/C #$,:%0;-
P&+#3 *0 -&(& J&*&5+#$"+ -0#&4&+ & #/,070-&+.

? ,0E"/0D 1,&-: 2+/,0$"%"', %:>"4-+--:D 
% ,0*4&5-:D (+7&0, #D"73/#3 %(+#/+ ,0*4&5-:+ #>"-
#"E: "#(:#4+-&3 & >,+7#/0%4+-&3 /+4+#-"#/&. 6+,&3 
.,0J&5+#$&D ,0E"/ E+* -0*%0-&3 2020 ."70, %:>"4-
-+--:D (0#43-:( $0,0-70F"(, .,0J&$0 0$%0,+4C; 
& 0$,&4"(, D"4#/: # )."4C-:(& &*"E,08+-&3(& 5+4"-
%+5+#$&D J&.), &* /,&>/&D0 «Cimitero Monumentale di 
Staglieno» (2019), %:F&%$& -0 >+,.0(+-/-"' E)(0.+ 
& -0 #0%0-0D 743 .,"E0 & #$)4C>/),: &* *0#/:%F+' 
/$0-&, "E&4C-" >,">&/0--"' #0D0,"( (Lollypop, 2015 
(2020). ?#+ I/& %+P& -+ >,"#/" "8&%43;/ % >0(3/& 
>,&+(: & >40#/&5+#$&+ ,+F+-&3, #%3*0--:+ # ,+>,+-
*+-/0<&+' /+40 & &*%+#/-:+ %&*)04C-"' $)4C/),+ KK 
%+$0, -", % #4)50+ 2+/,0$"%"', #)P+#/%);/ "7-"%,+-
(+--" %" (-"8+#/%+ $"-/+$#/"% & >,+7#/0%4+-&', 
"/ $"/",:D *0%&#&/ -0F+ %"#>,&3/&+ /+4+#-".". 

6/&4&#/&5+#$&+ "E","/:, D0,0$/+,-:+ 743 
(0#43-:D ,&#)-$"% D)7"8-&<:, >"75+,$&%0;P&+ >40-
#/&$) & (0##&%-"#/C 5+4"%+5+#$&D J&.), >,& >"("P& 
F/,&D"%$&, ,0*(:/"#/& $"-/),"% # -0#:P+--"#/C; 
"//+-$"% *+4+-"." &4& J&"4+/"%".", $"/",:(& %:%+-
7+-: /+40. G&-0(&$0 % >,"#/,0-#/%+, $"(>"*&<&3 
# -04+/"( E0,"5-"#/&, J,0.(+-/0,-"#/&, (:#4+--" 
%"##/0-0%4&%0+(03 7" <+4"#/-"#/&.

M+E"4CF"' <&$4 0$%0,+4C-:D ,&#)-$"%Q— 
>#&D"4".&5+#$&D >",/,+/"% /+40 % >,"#/,0-#/%+. O+40 
"7&-"$".", -+ %>&#:%0;P+."#3 % "$,)80;P&' (&, 
& -0>).0--"." I/&( "E#/"3/+4C#/%"(. O+40, $08)P+-
."#3 5)7-:( 743 #/","--+." %*.4370 («R+* -0*%0-&3», 
E)(0.0, $0,0-70F, 2018), -" );/-" "P)P0;P+." 
#+E3 % ,"#$"F-"' #,+7+ #"E#/%+--"' &-/,"%+,#&& 
(«=%/">",/,+/», 2020).

Z+40-&+, -0<+4+--"+ -0 7,).".". M0Q7,)."+ 
8+40-&+. M0 7,)."+ /+4". ?:,080;P++ #+E3 -0 3*:$+ 
/+40 & *0("4$0;P++ % -+( >"#4+ +." J&*&5+#$"' 
#(+,/&. 6407"#/C >,&#)/#/%&3, #407"#/C %*0&(-"." 
"E4070-&3 7,). 7,)."(. 6407"#/C )/,0/:, *0#/:%F03 
% «#0D0,-:D» /$0-3D (>,"+$/ Lollypop, 2015 (2020). 
M+)4"%&(03 #407"#/C >0(3/& (-"."J&.),-:D #<+- 
&* <&$40 «Cimitero Monumentale di Staglieno» (2019). 

G43 I/&D ,0E"/, $08+/#3, -+/,)7-" "E-0-
,)8&/C >,"/"/&>: % (&,"%"(, 0 /0$8+ ,"##&'#$"( 
&#$)##/%+. 9/ %#>4:%0;P+." % >0(3/& 8)/$"%0/".", 
# -04+/"( I$#>,+##&%-"#/& >#&D"4".&*(0 !0,4+- 
G;(0 7" @;#C+-0 X,+'70Q— (+87) +." «6>3P+' 
#"<,0E"/-&<+'» (1995) & «R+* -0*%0-&3 (@+80P03 
,"*"%03)» (2016) 0%/",#/%0 2+/,0$"%"' #4"8-" 
-+ >,"%+#/& >0,044+4C. 9/ (-"."5&#4+--:D «%F$0J)-
#&73P&D» >+,#"-08+' ("#$"%#$"." $"-<+>/)04&*(0 
(%,"7+ $0E0$"%#$"." 2,&(0$"%0) 7" /,0-#J",(0<&' 
/+4+#-"." % 8&%">&#& & &-#/0443<&3D ?407&(&,0 
W-$&4+%#$"." & >"4"/-0D ?407&#40%0 !0(:F+%0–
!"-,". 9/ -0>,38+--"." 7" >"#4+7-+." ()#$)40, 
-" 4&F+--"." I,"/&$& /+40 ,07&$04C-"." 0$<&"-&*(0 
% N"##&& 90-D ."7"% 7" E:/"%"' >",-".,0J&5-"#/& 
J"/"#-&($"% M&$"403 R0D0,+%0, -0 $"/",:D >,"#/"+, 
4&F+--"+ #"%+,F+-#/%0 /+4" >,&/3.&%0+/ %-&(0-&+ 
"#/,0-+--"' >,&5)74&%"#/C; & "7-"%,+(+--"Q— 
E+*:#$)#-"#/C; #%"+." +#/+#/%0. X,0.(+-/0,-"#/C 
">:/0 /+4+#-"#/& % 8&%">&#& =4+-: O+,+F$", D"4"7-
-:+ (,0(",-:+ >"%+,D-"#/& @;7(&4: T"-#/0-/&-"-
%"', "E4070;P&+ /0$/&4C-"' 0),"' 7:F0P+' >4"/&. 

M" +#4& % ,0E"/0D 7,).&D 0%/","%, ">&#0--
-:D %:F+, -0 >+,%:' >40- %:D"73/ ">,+7+4+--:+, 
>)#/C -+ %#+.70 #/,"." "E"*-05+--:+, 0#>+$/: 
J+-"(+-"4".&& /+40, /" ) 2+/,0$"%"' "-& "$0*:%0-
;/#3 #"#,+7"/"5+-: +7%0 4& -+ % $087"' "/7+4C-"' 
,0E"/+. 1 +#4& -+ % >,+7+4C-"', /" % $,&/&5+#$& 
%:#"$"' $"-<+-/,0<&&. 

H/& "EU+$/: (-"."#4"'-: & "/$,:/: 
,0*4&5-:( >,"5/+-&3( # /"5$& *,+-&3 /+4+#-"-
#/&Q— I/0 D0,0$/+,&#/&$0 E0-04C-0, -" "/ /"." 
-+ >+,+#/0+/ E:/C #>,0%+74&%"' % 07,+# ,0E"/ 
# -:-+F-+' %:#/0%$&. M" >,"&*%+7+-&3 D)7"8-&<:, 
>,+7#/0%4+--:+ % MMOMA, #&4C-: -+ >,"#/" #%"+' 
(-"."*-05-"#/C;, ,0#$,:%0;P+' #+E3 -0 ),"%-+ 
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7
'7=E8; J4=821 
W=4F21. -E. 
W=4F2, J4=82. 
; %-/-#. ;0(, 
?:-%-#$:$ 
:739,7'(.C 
— 0.:C$: 
01=G8;7E 
%=722, 2015.C 
— 250 2.

0##"<&0<&', $"/",:+, "//04$&%03#C "/ $"-$,+/-:D 
,0E"/, ("8-" E+#$"-+5-" %:#/,0&%0/C %"$,). /+40. 
240#/&$0 & >+,+(+P+-&+ % >,"#/,0-#/%+, J&*&5+#$03 
& >#&D"4".&5+#$03 ,+04C-"#/C /+4+#-"#/&, 8+40-&+ 
/+40 & +." «E:/&+-$-#(+,/&»Q— ,0*."%",: "E I/"( 
#4:F-: % $087"' "/7+4C-"' ,0E"/+. M+ $0$ -0(+$&, 
-" $0$ #0("#/"3/+4C-:+ /+$/"-&5+#$&+ >40#/:, )(+;-
P&+ ,0#$,:%0/C #+E3 $087:' % #%"+' >"4-"/+. 

1(+--" >"I/"() ,0E"/: 1,&-: 2+/,0$"%"' 
7">)#$0;/ -+ /"4C$" (+/0J",&5+#$"+ & $)4C/),-" 
">"#,+7"%0--"+, -" %>"4-+ E)$%04C-"+ & >,3("+ 
>,"5/+-&+. ? -&D ("8-" )%&7+/C I("<&"-04C-
-:+ ("7+,-&#/#$&+ *0,&#"%$&, -+ -0,)F0;P&+ 
&#/",&5+#$& "E)#4"%4+--"' &-+,<&& %"#>,&3/&3 
& %$)#0. =Q("8-", +P+ ,0* %*.43-)% -0 <&$4 (0#43-:D 
,&#)-$"%, >,+7#/0%4+--:D % (04"( *04+, >"7)(0/C 
" /+4+, $"/","+ -+ "/%+50+/ >,+7#/0%4+-&3( "E «&7+-
04C-"(», -+ %>&#:%0+/#3 % #/+,+"/&>:, &, -+ #()-
P03#C I/".", -+ #/,+(&/#3 #/0/C #"E40*-&/+4C-"' 
%+,#&+' #+E3. M+Q4&F03#C >,0%0 -0 )7"%"4C#/%&+, 
-+ >+,+#/0%03 E:/C 5)%#/%);P&( & 8&%:(. 

? ,0($0D 5)%#/%&/+4C-"#/& $ ">,+7+-
4+--"." ,"70 "E,0*0(, >,&(+-&/+4C-" $ ,0E"/0( 
1,&-: 2+/,0$"%"' ("8-" >",0*(:F43/C -+ >,"#/" 
"E I,"/&$+, -" ."("I,"/&$+, %*0&(-"( %4+5+-&& 
7,). $ 7,).) 7%)D #&-D,"--" "P)P0;P&D #+E3 /+4. 
L0(+/&/C, #$"4C % /+4+#-"( "/-"F+-&& #D"8& 7,). 
# 7,)."( >+,#"-08& «!0#$0,070 =-8+4&$&» (2020) 
&4& /"." «Cimitero Monumentale di Staglieno», % $0$); 
+7&-); %"4-) "-& #4&%0;/#3, & )7&%&/C#3 /"() 
J0$/), 5/" ."("I,"/&5+#$); ">/&$) % I/&D ,0E"/0D 
("8-" % >,&-<&>+ &.-",&,"%0/C.

9E,0/&% %-&(0-&+ -0 7%)#(:#4+--"#/C 
,+>,+*+-/0<&& /+40 % 0$%0,+4C-:D ,&#)-$0D 
2018Q."70, >+,+#/0/C ,0##(0/,&%0/C «%">4"P+--);» 
% -&D &7+-/&5-"#/C (+87) >,&%:5-:(& >"4;#0(& 
(0#$)4&--"#/& & J+(&--"#/& & %#>"(-&/C " /"(, 
-0#$"4C$" )#4"%-: I/& $0/+.",&&. 6$"4C #&4C-" 
*0%&#3/ "-& "/ «E&"4".&&» /+40, # "7-"' #/","-:, 
& #"<&04C-"." ++ "*-05&%0-&3Q— # 7,)."'.

N0E"/: 1,&-: 2+/,0$"%"' "/$,:/: %"#>,&-
3/&; -+ /"4C$" % "EP&D ,0($0D $)4C/),-"." 0,D&%0 7, 
-" & % ">/&$+ #"<&04C-"." & 708+ 0-.08&,"%0--"." 
>,"5/+-&3. 2+/,0$"%0 7+40+/ %&7&(:(& ,0*4&5-:+ 

0#>+$/: 8&*-& /+40 & -07+43+/ &D #(:#4"%"' 7&-0(&-
$"'. M" 743 I/&D <+4+'Q— % "/4&5&+ "/ &*%+#/-:D >,&-
(+,"% &* "E40#/& $%&,–&#$)##/%0 (!0(:F+%–!"-," 
&4& @& R0)I,&, +#4& %#>"(-&/C 4&FC " -&D)Q— D)7"8-
-&<+ %"%#+ -+ >,&D"7&/#3 7+40/C ,0E"/: E,"#$&(& 
& $,&50P&(&, *0#/0%433 %#/)>0/C % "/$,:/"+ >,"/&%"-
#/"3-&+ # (&,"( *0 >,0%" -0 #"E#/%+--); %&7&("#/C. 

=#>+$/: /+4+#-".", ">&#0--:+Q— 0##"-
<&0/&%-"Q— % I/"( I##+ >,"3%43;/#3 % ,0E"/0D 
D)7"8-&<: 0)/+-/&5-:(, ",.0-&5-:( 743 -&D #0(&D 
"E,0*"(. 9-& "#/0;/#3 -0 >"%+,D-"#/& & >,"3%43;/#3 
&#5+*-"%+-&+(, "#/0%433 (+#/" ,0*4&5-:( ("7)#0( 
%"#>,&3/&3 & J",(0( 8&*-& /+40 % >,"#/,0-#/%+.
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Michel Foucault, 
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ASPECTS OF THE BODILY
Valerij Ledenev

Possession of a body is an inevitable given in everyone’s 
life. No matter how we think of ourselves and whatever we 
are doing at a particular moment in time, no matter what 
relationships we build with the world, our body will always 
be the mediator. The surface in which we reflect and onto 
which we project ourselves. An avatar through which we 
appear before others in the physical world or, as an object 
of fantasy, in the virtual one. A body that is not identical 
with our self, but contains it, like a material carrier. It 
contains the universe of our desires, identifications and 
reflections that make up our being but do not merge 
and remain open to such an extent that it is impossible 
to articulate it through language. A body that — being 
a physical object in space — takes on the contours of 
its own finitude.

“I can not leave it there where it is,” wrote 
Michel Foucault about the body, “so that I, myself, may 
go elsewhere. I can go to the other end of the world; I 
can hide in the morning under the covers, make myself 
as small as possible. I can even let myself melt under the 
sun at the beach — it will always be there. Where I am. 
It is here, irreparably: it is never elsewhere… the little 
fragment of space where I am, literally, embodied.” “My 
body,” he sums up, “pitiless place.” 8

The philosophy of the twentieth century has 
repeatedly attempted to dematerialise and de-realise the 
body. For Lacan, who interpreted Freud’s psychoanalysis 
in terms of the linguistic and (post) structuralist turn, 
the body became the meaning of desire 9, doomed to 
self-reproduction not as a desire for something, but 
as a desire for desire. It does not and cannot have a 
clearly defined object. This latter, like the Lacanian 
body, remains a phantasm and dissolves into a series 
of multiple meanings.

According to theorists like Judith Butler, 
the body is born, passing through the matrix of norms, 
prohibitions and regulations, predetermined by the 
current order. 10 Ideological or social — in any case, it is 
regulated by the “lenses of gender”, which define the 
subject as “man” or “woman”.

11 
Bruno Latour, 
Why Has 
Critique Run 
out of Steam? 
From Matters of 
Fact to Matters 
of Concern // 
Critical Inquiry — 
Special issue 
on the Future 
of Critique, 
Vol.C30 n. 2, 
Winter 2004, 
pp.C25–248.

12 
Paul B. Preciado, 
Testo Junkie: 
Sex, Drugs, and 
Biopolitics. In: 
What’s Love (or 
Care, Intimacy, 
Warmth, 
Affection) Got to 
Do with It?  
(Berlin: 
Sternberg 
Press, 2017).
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(London: 
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Bruno Latour would probably describe the 
body as “a fact that has not been properly assembled” 11 
and therefore it should be thought of not as an object 
whose reality is subject to deconstruction, but as 
a platform for assembling various representations 
and practices. Political homoeopathy and the 
molecular revolution of gender would be recalled 
by Paul B. Preciado. 12

Whatever the attempts to deprive the body 
of reality, declaring it a play of signifiers, an effect of 
ideology, or a carrier of a different kind of symbolic 
anatomy, this reality is always coming back. For 
example, in physical sensations and desires, which, 
although mediated and overgrown with the flesh of our 
consciousness, are insurmountable, like any physical 
given, and induce activity (or lack thereof); in the 
programming of genetically determined processes, which 
today can be curbed by the achievements of medicine, but 
not fully; and finally, not only in pleasure but also in peril 
which, as the 2020 coronavirus pandemic has once again 
shown, one body promises to another.

And if the body is an unconditional given, then 
the development of culture over the course of multiple 
centuries has sought, if not to veil the fact of the “direct” 
possession of corporeality, then to stylise it in a certain 
way. Turn it into a performance without which the body 
cannot become a social actor and is doomed to remain 
invisible — unworthy to be seen.

Any presentation of the body to the world, any 
representation of it from the outside always turns into an 
orchestrated — not always consciously — scene. Such 
as by wearing clothes, positioning the body in space, 
distributing its energy and resources (do architecture 
and design not serve these purposes?), the practice of 
building a body from antiquity to the present day, taking 
care of oneself and experimenting with oneself. Nudity, 
which John Berger contrasted with being naked and saw 
in it a kind of attire that meets the desire to be seen as an 
object of seduction. 13

Our current bodily perception is outlined by 
these heterogeneous poles. It is impossible to think of 
“just a body” with a set of biological characteristics — 
each of them ceases to be convincing and loses its halo of 
“naturalness” beyond the limits of naturalistic concepts. 
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Just as it is impossible to imagine the body as purely a 
product of ideological apparatuses and to ignore the 
physical violence and suffering hidden behind them.

In the works of Irina Petrakova, executed 
in various media, different ways of understanding and 
presenting corporeality come together, such as in the 
Untitled series (2020) in oil stick, the graphic works in 
watercolour and acrylic. Charcoal on canvas with human 
figures depicted in the triptych Cimitero monumentale di 
Staglieno (2019), embroideries on parchment paper and 
shrouds, and a sculpture made of fabric abundantly sat-
urated with sugar (Lollypop, 2015 (2020). All these things 
not only bring to mind the techniques and plastic solutions 
associated with the representation of the body known to 
the visual culture of the twentieth century but, in the case 
of Petrakova, they exist simultaneously in a multitude of 
contexts and representations on which our perception of 
the bodily depends.

Stylistic turns, represented in the artist’s oil 
drawings, emphasise the plasticity and massiveness of 
human figures with the help of shading and blurring of the 
contours in shades of green or violet. Dynamics in space, 
composition with a touch of baroque, fragmented, men-
tally restored to integrity.

A small series of watercolour drawings are the 
psychological portraits of the body in space. The body of 
a lonely person not fitting into the surrounding world and 
frightened by this circumstance. The body that seems 
strange to the outsider (Untitled, pencil on paper, 2018), 
but feels comfortable in the luxurious environment of its 
own introversion (Self-portrait, 2020).

Desire aimed at another. Another desire. 
Another body. Expressing itself in body language and 
becoming silent after its physical death. The sweetness 
of presence, the sweetness of mutual possession. The 
sweetness of loss stuck in “sugar” fabrics (Lollypop, 
2015 (2020). The elusive sweetness of memory of 
multi-figured scenes from the cycle Cimitero monumen-
tale di Staglieno (2019).

For these works, it is not difficult to find 
prototypes in the world, as well as in Russian art. From 
the eerie, with a touch of expressive psychology of Mar-
lene Dumas to Lucien Freud — it is difficult not to draw a 
parallel between his Sleeping Social Worker (1995) and 

Untitled (Lying Pink) (2016) by Petrakova. From numerous 
“closet” characters of Moscow conceptualism (like 
Primakov by Ilya Kabakov) to bodily transformations in 
paintings and installations by Vladimir Yankilevsky and in 
the canvases of Vladislav Mamyshev-Monroe. From the 
tense to the last muscle, but devoid of eroticism, the body 
of radical actionism in Russia in the 90s to the everyday 
pornography of Nikolay Bakharev’s photographs, in which 
a simple body devoid of perfection attracts attention 
with its detached quirkiness and at the same time the 
artlessness of its nature. The fragmentary experience of 
corporeality in Alena Tereshko’s painting, the cold marble 
surfaces of Lyudmila Konstantinova, having a tactile aura 
of breathing flesh.

But if certain, albeit not always strictly desig-
nated, aspects of the phenomenology of the body come 
to the fore in the works of other authors described above, 
then in Petrakova’s pieces they are condensed in almost 
every single work. And if not in the extreme, then in a 
critically high concentration.

These objects are multi-layered and open to 
different readings from the point of view of corporeality — 
although this characteristic seems too general, it does 
not cease to be true. However, the works presented at 
MMOMA are strong not only for their polysemy, revealing 
themselves at the level of associations, which, starting 
from specific works, can be infinitely built around the 
body. Plasticity and movement in space, the physical and 
psychological reality of corporeality, the desire for the 
body and its “being-to-death” — all are heard in every 
single work. Not as hints, but as independent tectonic 
strata, each able to reveal itself in its fullness.

That is why the works of Irina Petrakova allow 
for not only metaphorical and culturally mediated but quite 
literal and direct reading. In them, you can see emotional 
modernist sketches that do not violate the historically 
conditioned inertia of perception and taste. Or, once again 
glancing at the cycle of oil drawings presented in the 
small hall, think about a body that does not correspond 
to the notion of “ideal”, does not fit into stereotypes, 
and, without being embarrassed by this, does not seek 
to become a seductive version of oneself. Without being 
deprived of the right to pleasure, without ceasing to 
be sentient and alive.
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Boris Groys’ 
term. See: Boris 
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New (New York: 
Verso Books, 
2014).

Within the framework of sensitivity to a certain 
kind of images, concerning the works of Irina Petrakova, 
one can reflect not only on eroticism but on homoeroti-
cism, the mutual attraction of two synchronous bodies to 
each other. To notice how physically similar the characters 
of Angelica’s Masquerade (2020) or Cimitero monumen-
tale di Staglieno (2019) are, in what a single wave they 
merge, and be surprised at the fact that homoerotic optics 
in these works can, in principle, be ignored.

Having paid attention to the ambiguity of 
the representation of the body in the 2018 watercolour 
drawings, stop considering the identity “embodied” 
in them between the usual poles of masculinity and 
femininity and remember how conventional these 
categories are. How strongly they depend on the “biology” 
of the body, on the one hand, and its social meaning, 
on the other.

Irina Petrakova’s works are open to perception 
not only within the general framework of the cultural 
archive 14 but also in the optics of social and even biased 
reading. Petrakova makes various aspects of the life of the 
body visible and endows them with semantic dynamics. 
But for these purposes — in contrast to the well-known 
examples from the field of queer art (Mamyshev-Monroe 
or Lee Bowery, to name a few) — the artist does not 
have to make her work catchy and flashy, forcing her to 
enter into an open confrontation with the world for the 
right to own visibility.

Aspects of the bodily, described — asso-
ciatively — in this essay are manifested in the artist’s 
works authentically and organically. They remain on 
the surface and are manifested by disappearance, 
leaving room for various modes of perception and forms 
of body life in space.
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PETRAKOVA NON[STOP
Sergey Guskov

Irina Petrakova knows no breaks. Call it batch production or 
continuous manufacture — the wording is not so important. The fact 
remains: in the artist’s world, movement is central, as if she is taking 
part in a never-ending race, changing from one car to another, only 
instead of cars are works or whole series. Each Petrakova exhibition 
is not built as a gesture that completes a certain period of her creative 
biography or highlights some achievements, but rather as a promise 
of the next show. An orientation toward the future, pointing the finger: 
there, look over there, see more. However, this promise is always 
deferred. Yesterday’s works serve as sketches for today’s work, and 
those, in turn, for tomorrow’s — and so on ad infinitum. It is easier 
to distinguish a holistic assertion, not in individual drawings and 
sculptures, but in the lines of tension and imagery passing through 
several graphic sheets or objects at once. Although in these lines, 
it will not be possible to see qualitative development, progress or 
something similar from the vocabulary of art evolutionists. Viewers will 
see a rather messy picture of additions, mutations and palimpsests.

Considering the above, it is difficult — conceptually 
and even technically — to organise a Petrakova retrospective. It is 
possible, of course, to combine projects of different years in a joint 
exposition, but the concern with these very projects is that they 
are largely unfinished and do not imply completion on principle. 
Such an exhibition will not showcase and explain creative periods. 
Separate plots and tension lines will be intertwined all the time, 
sometimes merging, then diverging to the sides. The artist will 
appear as if travelling through time: here she returned to something, 
there she has turned away from her previous interests, but all these 
ups and downs of creativity happen simultaneously. It is difficult to 
understand projects from different periods in a linear sequence, but 
it is quite possible to compare them as parallel advances in space. A 
retrospective, like a systematic personal exhibition in general, should, 
by definition, be an efficiently working mechanism. And in the case of 
Petrakova, it is possible only in the form of the most intricate labyrinth, 
and not a harmonious timeline or a clear classification, because, as 
wisely noted by the ancients, the obscure must be understood through 
the even more obscure. 

Petrakova’s artistic strategy resists fixation since it is 
based on the logic of constitutive discontent. This quality enables the 
artist, on the one hand, to constantly improve and develop her skills, 
but on the other hand, it makes her doubt the sufficient success of 
the step she has just taken. And there is only one salvation: a strict 
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external authority (curator, museum, gallery or circle of friends) is 
needed, which, figuratively speaking, would rip the works out of the 
creator’s hands. The artist accepts such interference but secretly 
considers it unfair. After all, here you can finish, there you can change 
everything, tomorrow you can draw a little more accurately — and so 
on endlessly. And it is from this perspective that one should look for 
the manifestation of disappearance, aptly included in the exhibition 
title. The lightning conductor for the hyper self-critical and therefore 
extremely destructive side of the artist’s talent was found reliable: 
in parallel with the retrospective, literally in the next hall closed to 
visitors, Petrakova paints the walls day after day. At first, this process 
can be observed only on a screen, then the doors of the room open 
and, even later, dismantling begins.

But still, what should the audience do? Should they 
have been informed that the exhibition consists mainly of sketches 
and drafts, rather than what is commonly called artworks? What is 
presented here — a personal studio, a quick snapshot of artistic 
production, or a kind of force field that explains to the audience 
something important about art in general and Petrakova in particular? 
None of these phrases fully explain the exhibition. Firstly, to show 
the studio, one would have to get inside Petrakova’s head because 
the main laboratory is there. However, such an anatomical theatre 
of reflections, feelings and physiological reactions is unlikely to be 
formalised in the form of an exhibition. Secondly, artistic production 
similarly cannot be captured, no matter how paradoxical it may 
sound. Yes, viewers watch Petrakova work across the corridor, 
behind closed doors, but they still cannot feel the unbridled passion 
for reproduction, rework and search, as in front of them, roughly 
speaking, is only a part of the technological process, the tip of the 
iceberg. Finally, the force field is the closest to reality. But it is also 
not entirely convincing since, on the one hand, this exhibition reveals 
the method of a particular artist, but on the other, her experience is 
difficult to generalise and transfer to art as a whole.

What is the method of the artist? The labyrinth was 
mentioned earlier. Petrakova constantly generates structures, in 
which she wanders and from where she eventually finds one way out 
or another. The resulting route becomes her next work. As in a dark 
forest, the artist wanders in the “wall of shading” (the term Anatoly 
Osmolovsky used in his curatorial text for Petrakova’s exhibition 
Come and Hide Here in 2018), in streaks of paint, in scribbles and 
blots, in the bends of sugared and starched fabric, in the intricacies 
of folk religiousness. In the folds of the human body — its tangible 
materiality and vital pulsation, but also in particles of dying, decaying 
flesh. Finding herself in this boiling mess of textures, the artist does 
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not sink to the very bottom, but glides over the surface, examines 
each wave and the voids, spills and splashes separating them. Like 
a bored schoolgirl whose teacher took away her mobile phone, she 
draws meaningless, random lines and then looks for a system in 
them, and guesses the plot inherent in the chaotic accumulation of 
colours. The plot reveals itself quickly, but Petrakova shows it so 
carefully and subtly that the barely dawning image seems to be ready 
to disappear at any moment. And in principle, the viewer is constantly 
being questioned whether a figurative subject has really appeared in 
the drawing, or it is purely a depiction of primordial chaos. Even where 
at first glance we can immediately identify the outlines of the human 
body. The artist skillfully plays with this borderline state.

Bodies read by viewers in Petrakova’s drawings should be 
seen with suspicion. They, of course, win over with their frankness and 
spontaneity. But all these body-positive folds and volumes, violations 
of conventional proportions, the absence of heads or the presence 
of an extra limb are part of one big illusion. The point is not that this 
is a distorted image of something real, but that there are no bodies at 
all. They do not have time to hatch out of the life-giving broth: as soon 
as they are defined, they immediately fall back in to cook further — 
so that later something else would come out (and then disappear 
again). If you would choose a more or less appropriate soundtrack 
for Petrakova’s exhibitions, the sound of gurgling would probably 
be the most accurate. The pop of the bursting bubble would be the 
key element. Petrakova skilfully maintains an endless boil, which 
amazingly preserves the substance boiling in a raw state. This is not as 
easy to achieve as it might seem, and humanly understandable is the 
desire to finally put an end to it. We all get tired and strive to rest. Irina 
Petrakova, on the contrary, transformed all her artistic activity into a 
permanent, self-generating process. And she is not going to stop.
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About the artist

Irina Petrakova (b. 1980, Ust-Ilimsk) is an artist and co-founder 
of the artist-run space Center Red (Moscow, 2015–2018). She is 
actively involved in educational and artistic practice with children and 
adolescents. Her works are in the collections of the Ruarts Foundation, 
Zarya Center for Contemporary Art, Gallery Iragui and several private 
collections. Irina Petrakova lives and works in Moscow.

Personal exhibitions

2018
Come and Hide Here (Gallery Iragui, Moscow)

2016 
Explain It to the Ignorants (Center Red, Moscow)
Apotrebin (Gallery Iragui, Moscow)

2015 
GunPowder (ZARYA CCA, Vladivostok)

Selected group shows

2019 
Heart Line Time Zone (Ruarts Gallery, Moscow)

2018 
Boa Constrictor Eating an Elephant (25Kadr Gallery, Moscow)
Strange, Lost, Unseen, Useless (CCA Winzavod, Moscow)
After Us, Just the Ashes (Richter Gallery, Moscow)

2017 
Survival Kit (Cultural Transit Foundation, Yekaterinburg;  
SpaceQDebris Art, Istanbul) 
Cemetery Dialogue (Fragment Gallery, Moscow)
The Raw and the Cooked (Moscow Museum of Modern Art, Moscow)

2015 
...hurrah! Sculpture! (CCA Winzavod, Moscow)

2014 
do it Moscow (Garage Museum of Contemporary Art, Moscow)

2013
VOT! (The Museum of Moscow, Moscow)

2012
Haunted Moscow (Moscow pavilion at the 9th Shanghai Biennale)

2011
From the Realm of the Practical Knowledge (Special project of the 
4thQMoscow Biennale of Contemporary Art)

Education

2015 
Salzburg Summer Academy, sculpture class of Nora Schulz, 
Salzburg,QAustria

2011–2013
BAZA Institute, Moscow Russia

2010–2011
The Institute of Contemporary Art, Moscow, Russia
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2017 
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2018–2019 
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2015–2017 
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2004–2009 
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About the curator

Nikolay Alutin (b. 1986, Yekaterinburg) is an independent curator 
and the 2019/20 Curatorial Research Fellow at De Appel centre in 
Amsterdam. His theoretical research is concerned with art institutions 
in the process of implementing structural change and explores various 
roles that both organisations and practitioners can adopt in policy-
making for the cultural sector. HisQcuratorial practice is focused on 
instabilities that allow for systemic alterations to take place within 
the art system and socio-political landscapes at large. Nikolay Alutin 
livesQandQworksQinQAmsterdam.

Selected curatorial projects

2020 
Larissa Araz. Words Don’t Come Easy (Öktem Aykut, 
Istanbul / Kunstarum Dreiviertel, Bern)
Everything Is New (De Appel, Amsterdam)

2019 
Shen Xin: Synthetic Types (Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam)
Landscape with Bear (De Appel, Amsterdam)

2017 
Survival Kit (Cultural Transit Foundation, Yekaterinburg /
Space Debris Art,QIstanbul)
Ohne prickelnd, sanft (Spike Art, Berlin)

Education

2018–2019 
De Appel Curatorial Programme, Amsterdam, Netherlands

2015–2017 
MA in Art History and Curating, RSUH, Moscow, Russia 

2004–2009 
MA in Languages of Mass Communication, UrFU, Yekaterinburg,QRussia
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About the authors

Valerij Ledenev (b. 1985, Moscow) is an art critic and researcher 
at the Garage Museum of Contemporary Art. His articles about 
contemporary art were published in the Art Studies, Art Chronics, 
Dialogue of Arts, Moscow Art Magazine, The Art Newspaper 
Russia, Colta.ru. As part of the working group, he participated in 
the preparation of projects for the Garage Museum: The Tree of 
Contemporary Russian Art (2014), Open Systems. Experiences of 
artistic self-organization in Russia. 2000–2015 (2015). Since 2017Q– 
initiator and coordinator of the project In a Single Copy, dedicated to 
the artist book. TheQauthor of the books of poetry The Smell of Printing 
(Argo-Risk, 2008) and Sweeter Than the Presence (Free Poetry, 2019) 
and translations of contemporaryQAmericanQpoetry.

Sergey Guskov (b. 1983, Korolev) is a journalist and art critic. Since 
2017 he is a columnist and editor of the Dialogue of Arts magazine, 
since 2020 — a contributing writer at Artforum. He headed the website 
Aroundart.ru (2011-2012) and the art section of the Colta.ru portal 
(2013-2017). His articles have appeared in Moscow Art Magazine, 
Kommersant Weekend, Vedomosti, Metropolis M, LEAP, Spectate.
ru, Art21, Raznoglasiya, Center for Experimental Museology, Ocula, 
Obieg, Interview Russia.
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